Abstract

Virtual endoscopy can be used for preoperative planning, for training and intraoperatively. Surface rendering displays the inner lumen very well. Volume rendering has to be used if the external structures are of interest. For certain applications, e.g. endoluminal biopsy, it is of great advantage to be able to use both techniques at once. In this work we describe an approach that allows using these two methods in combination on a low-end standard personal computer. Since image generation is done in a preprocessing step, any high quality volume or polygonal rendering technique can be used and mixed together without any loss in performance at run-time. This work extends a previous image based rendering system for virtual bronchoscopy to include tracking of a rigid or flexible endoscope and finding one’s way in the tracheal tree by displaying the endoscope’s position in a top-view map of the trachea. Natural landmarks, i.e. bifurcations in the bronchial tree, are used for registration. Properties of the technique are explored on a phantom data set.
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1 Introduction

In virtual endoscopy a camera is placed inside a data set which is gained from computer tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance tomography (MR). It allows a physician to view the patients inner structures in a similar way as through a real endoscope. As CT or MR scanning become more widespread, virtual endoscopies are nowadays not only used in rare cases for preparation of complicated operations [Doh90], [Hu90], but also for students’ training [Hon97], [Ho95] and even intraoperatively. In preoperative planning the simulation has not to be done in real-time and the focus is on giving the surgeon as much information as possible. In training and intraoperatively computer aided surgery the focus, however, is on providing a simulation as real as possible. This requires registration and also fast feedback on the user’s actions. In the registration process virtual objects are aligned with their associated real counterparts. The system must also react realistically on any possible action the user is allowed to perform. In addition the system has to provide a realistic and usual input device for the endoscopist. In the best case this is the endoscope or a tracked version thereof. Virtual endoscopy allows a cost-effective preoperative training, because there is no need for the trainee to work on a patient or corpse.

The methods described in this paper make it possible to do virtual endoscopies on a low-end platform, yet achieving a high degree of realism, precision and fast feedback by using image based rendering and standard tracking techniques. Image based rendering can be used, because the virtual camera is constrained to stay on the central path on the way from entering the trachea to the point of interest. This is a minimal restriction for an endoscopic system but reduces the degrees of freedom to four, resulting in a considerable data reduction.

2 Related Work

There are two common ways to render volumetric data gained from CT or MR. Polygonal rendering or volume rendering can be used. Whereas the latter case provides more flexibility and higher image quality, it is way too slow to be done interactively without specialized hardware support. To speed up volume rendering, techniques such as 3D texturing [Pea85], shear-warp factorization [Lac94] and splatting [Lau91] have been developed. These methods are still slow or reduce flexibility considerably. Polygonal rendering requires a preprocessing step where polygonal data is extracted from the data set. This allows using standard rendering hardware with the tradeoff of loosing a lot of information. As our approach uses image based rendering with images created in a preprocessing step, it is independent of the rendering technique.
Image based rendering [Möl99] takes advantage of the fact that a complex geometry can be pre-rendered into an image that is later on used as a replacement for the geometry. A common technique that falls into this area is texture mapping. In cubic environment mapping [Gre86] the camera is placed in the center of the scene and six images are rendered, projecting the scene onto the sides of a cube. The advantage is that a very complex scene can be reduced to six images in a preprocessing step, which can then be displayed quickly at runtime.

Our previous work EndoWeb [Weg00] uses image based rendering to view virtual endoscopies on a remote station through a web browser. EndoView extends EndoWeb to allow the system to be used intraoperatively, by adding features such as tracking support, displaying position information on a top-view map and defining special locations of interest. Image based rendering for virtual endoscopy has also been used by other groups [Ser01].

Registration deals with finding the counterpart of a virtual object in the real world and vice versa. The problem here is that usually objects in the real world tend to move and deform. Michael Fitzpatrick suggests [Fit99] markers based on artificial landmark points, which have to be bone implanted to be accurate. Our approach uses natural landmark points, which do not harm the patient.

3 System Description

EndoView can be used for preoperative planning and intraoperatively as well. In its current state EndoView is a proof-of-concept prototype that still needs to undergo a thorough medical field study. While in preoperative planning the system has to give the user as much freedom, comfort and information as possible, it must react directly and realistically to the actions of the endoscopist during the operation.

Because of these contradictory requirements, EndoView has a navigation mode and an online-mode. When the system is in online-mode the position and rotation of the camera is retrieved from the head of the endoscope. In navigation-mode the user can look around and move freely forward and backward. The EndoView application consists of three windows (see Figure 1): The endoscopic view on the right, the Controls Window on the top left and the top-view map on the bottom left.

The endoscopic view window can be resized freely to adjust between viewing size and rendering speed on a very slow machine. When in navigation mode the user can look around by dragging the mouse in the endoscopic view. All the navigation and changing of viewing settings is done in the Controls Window. When in navigation mode the user can use a slider to move the virtual endoscope forward and backward, jump to predefined locations of interest or fly through the trachea or intestine. The top-view map shows the body and the tracked endoscope viewed from above.

3.1 Rendering Technique

In a preprocessing step the images for the cubic environment mapping are generated with an external software. The endoscopist defines a path through the body along which he plans to move the endoscope. Next the software renders a cubic environment map for every position on the path (See Figure 2). Because this is a preprocessing step, time is not critical and any high quality volume rendering technique can be used. For a more realistic simulation of a real endoscope, the trachea walls can be textured [Shi98] and distance shaded.
For every side of the cube a video file is generated which reduces the data size tremendously and allows decoding of the images with support of the operating system. Since the AVI and ASF movie formats, which are usual under the Windows operating system, can not change resolutions within the movie, an own video format was implemented, which encodes every frame independently (only key frames). This allows generating high quality views (high resolution video frames) for locations of special interest and playing the video forward and backward, all using standard video codecs such as Indeo.

Figure 2 shows the virtual camera at a specific point as it moves along the path through the trachea. The camera is surrounded by the cube whose walls are textured by the prerendered environment map. At runtime for each position on the path six images are loaded from the video files onto the cube’s walls (see Figure 3). When looking around the camera rotates inside the cube, since the virtual cube itself keeps axis aligned when moving through the trachea. Changing the field of view corresponds to a zooming of the virtual endoscopy camera.

EndoView can use two independent image layers, which can transport different information. In the usual case the top layer shows the trachea walls and the back layer shows the inner organs. The blending between the layers can be done in real-time at runtime. This way it is possible for the endoscopist to make organ walls transparent (see Figure 6) and let the inner organs become visible without losing orientation inside the tube. For each layer two different representations can be generated, which can be switched at runtime. For the top layer one might generate a usual visualization of the trachea plus a visualization which colorcodes the distance to a point of interest (see Figure 7). The back layer switching can be used to show or hide a set of external organs. At runtime the rendering in EndoView is done using OpenGL.

3.2 Registration

Registration in EndoView is done using a magnetic tracking device. An Ascension pcBird is used as the miniBird500, a tracking sensor that is small enough to fit into the working channel of an endoscope, was not yet publicly available during the development of EndoView. Because of the bigger size of the pcBird, a special phantom device was constructed, on which our technique was tested (see Figure 8 and 10). A common problem when doing registration in medical visualization is to find good landmark points. A landmark point is a location on the human body which can be clearly identified on the real body and in the data set. There are natural (anatomical) landmark points such as the bridge of the nose, the nipples or the bellybutton. The problem with these points is that they not only tend to move, but also lie on the outside of the body, which is out of range of the endoscope. To gain a good precision inside the body, landmark points have to be used not only on the front, but also on the back of the body, where they are more difficult to find and use during the endoscopy, since the patient is usually lying on his back.

Many approaches [Glo99] also propose artificial landmark points. Those markers are placed on the body before the MR or CT scan. The main drawback of this method is that the markers must remain attached to the patient throughout all data acquisitions and even have to stay there until the operation. Simple markers which are glued on the skin are often removed by patients. More sophisticated and precise markers require to be implanted to the bone, which reduces the noninvasive character of endoscopies.

The method we use does not need any artificial markers, thus avoiding surgical invasiveness. To register the patient with the data set, all the physician has to do, is to touch the first bifurcation with the endoscope’s head and tell the software to register. Since the first part of the trachea until the first bifurcation is rather straight, and the patient lies stretched supine on a table during the endoscopy, the software can then not only calculate the position, but also the orientation of the patient with respect to the tracking system. The registration precision is better than one centimeter, which is enough for an exact navigation with the endoscope inside the trachea. For a flexible endoscope the tracking must be done at the endoscope’s head, which requires a tiny tracking device such as the Ascension miniBird 500 that can be placed inside a working channel. For rigid endoscopes EndoView allows the head’s position to be extrapolated from two position values at the part of the endoscope that is not inserted into the body, which results in a higher precision than just using one tracking position plus the rotation of the endoscope. This enables the
physician to use large and cheap tracking devices such as the Ascension pcBird.

![Figure 4: Calculating the viewed position](image)

As only positions on the central path in the trachea can be displayed, the system calculates the nearest position on this path with respect to the endoscope’s position. This is simply done running through all the path positions, searching for the one with the smallest Euclidian distance (See Figure 4). Since the system can not prevent the user from taking another way at a bifurcation, an alarm is displayed if the smallest distance is above a predefined value.

### 3.3 The Phantom Device

In order to test the EndoView’s support for flexible endoscopes without having an Ascension miniBird 500 that would fit into a real endoscope, we built a phantom device (see Figure 8), that resembles an enlarged trachea. The phantom device has a size of 34x35x16 centimeters and is build out of drain pipes. Because of an inner radius of 5 centimeters it is possible to insert large standard tracking devices into the “trachea”.

![Figure 9a](image) shows a real endoscopic image from inside the phantom device as it is seen from an endoscope’s point of view. Figure 9b shows the corresponding image in EndoView. It is easy to see that both images match quite well.

### 4 Results

In our tests the system precision lay between 3 millimeters and 1 centimeter depending on the accuracy during registering at the first bifurcation and the distance of the tracker to this bifurcation. As the runtime 3D scene consists only of 12 quadratic polygons and the video decoding takes hardly any CPU time, the viewing speed depends primarily on the graphics card’s fill rate and bus speed for uploading the textures. Practical experience shows that any current low cost 3D accelerator is sufficient to maintain update rates of about 30 to 60 Hz.

### 5 Conclusion and Future Work

The EndoView project demonstrates a simple approach for virtual endoscopy on a low end PC suitable for preoperative planning as well as interoperative usage, which can easily be implemented on other systems too. The speed of the system depends primarily on the graphics card in use and the size of the textures. A video demonstrating EndoView in action can be found at http://www.cg.tuwien.ac.at/research/vis/vismed/endoview.

EndoView is still a proof-of-concept prototype. Therefore in the near future a wider clinical study is planned. The next step will be to work on overlaying the calculated image with the real image from the endoscope. This requires high precision and correction for lens distortion in real time, which can also be done in an image based way. The data set of the phantom device is free for use and can be found at http://www.cg.tuwien.ac.at/research/vis/vismed/endoview/phantom.zip.
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